
{p6} RP1 Inflatatopia: independent phase
Due {M: 10.27 + T: 10.28} 

Challenge:
In preparation for working on a collaborative inflatable {plastic + forced air} 
project, your challenge is to independently & creatively problem solve by 
creating a NON-REPRESENTATIONAL design that uniquely addresses 
different versions of reality, as the conceptual focus.  This form will be 
interactive by allowing people to physically walk inside of the form {housing 
at least TEN people comfortably/standing} within the space. 

Your design MUST consider:
Completely Non-Representational 
Conceptual theme to interpret different versions of reality
Form you can house at least ten people inside  {standing}                                                  
Internal design vs. the external design                                                                          
Surface treatments & details                                                                            
Entrance/exit  &  Fan {one fan per team} placement/location

Create Two Models: after significant thinking & sketching in your 
visual journal, you will focus on your BEST design solution to create models.

{1} Two dimensional:
Polished sketch/sketches of your design plan that visually explains both the 
internal & external spaces & surfaces. Make sure to address all design 
requirements above. Color may be used if needed to communicate your 
idea. This will be done outside of your VJ. You may use any materials  you 
choose to best communicate your overall design plan in as much detail as 
possible.

{1} Three dimensional:
Create a polished & well crafted model that communicates how your design 
will take up space, both exterior & interior space. Using any combination of 
paper, card stock, bristol paper, tape, foam core, poster board and/or 
cardboard to create a model{s} of your design. Color may be used if needed 
to communicate your idea. Make sure to address all design requirements 
above. The scale or size of this model{s} should be at least basketball size, 
but may be larger.  

Evaluation: This grade will be AVERAGED with the upcoming collaborative 
phase of this project, to create your final {p6} RP1 Inflatatopia project grade. 

Following ALL project guidelines :::  Craft :::  Ambition {design + concept}

	valeriepowell@shsu.edu                                                                       ronhollingshead@shsu.edu

WASH
  {Workshop in Art Studio + History}

s p a c e        

S T U D I O
Investigate + Record in VJ:                                      
form                                                          
line                                                           
shape                                                   
value                                                  
texture                                                  
color                                                         
space                                                     
volume                                                 
mass                                                   
balance                                                
variety                                            
harmony                                            
rhythm                                              
repetition                                              
scale                                                 
movement                                             
time+gravity                                           
addition                                     
appendages                                
attachment                             
architectural  forms                           
assemblage                                  
asymmetry                                        
ambition {dazzle yourself+dazzle us}
balance                                                    
economy                                          
exterior space                                                                                        
extensions + appendages                                                                                        
interior space                                                                                                             
sampling                                                                                       
manipulation                                   
model                                                                            
transparent + translucent                                         
volume                                                          
utopia

Collaborative Teaching Team:                                            
Valerie Powell + Ron Hollingshead

shsuWASH.com
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